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2030 STARTS NOW
In the past month of June it took place the project
“2030 Starts Now” in Bassano del Grappa, Italy. This
project gathered youngsters between 15 and 18 years
old from different nationalities. The topic was the 2030
Agenda and sustainable development. During this week
participants were involved doing activities about the
SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), in which they
explored which SDG is working better in their own
countries and becoming aware of the situation in other
countries as well.
The Spanish team was composed of 8 young people
who experienced Erasmus+ for the first time. They were
all so excited to take part in this project and be able to
travel abroad.
Their expectations for this exchange were improving
their English and developing their communication skills.

From the start they tried to be super open and social
with everyone, which was really amazing because
normally people tend to be more shy at the beginning.
One week discussing, participating and learning about
Sustainable Development was more than enough to
hook up these teenagers and awake in them the feeling
of wanting to change things. Due to that, some of them
joined different local groups where they are now
working together to fight climate change and working in
different SDGs.

In short, this Erasmus+ project was an inflection point in
the life of the participants, who declared that they were
very grateful of being chosen for having this
experience.

They created great bonds with people from other
countries and at the same time they got to know more
people from their own city, and started to do activism
and using the different skills they learned in their daily
life, which proves, once again, that Erasmus is life
changing.

JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA

Dream

IT WAS LIKE LIVING A

MY ESC EXPERIENCE

MY ESC EXPERIENCE
6 MONTH LATER...

I can not believe how much
time was flying. One blink of an
eye later and everything is over:
6 month of volunteering with
the ESC program at AJ Inter in
Andalucia. But it’s not like I am
going home like this time has
never happened. In fact those 6
month were certainly the most
intense of my life, when it
comes to learning, experiencing
and getting out of my comfort
zone. While this might sound
cliche, I am returning as a
different person. I grew a lot, as
all the experiences and people
changed me in a way I didn’t
expect…

READY FOR CHANGE?

13th of January 2022
This was the day I arrived in Jerez. After a nostalgic goodbye
to my family and my three large pieces of luggage that I had
to repack several times to fit everything, I was starting off
my long trip to Andalucia. After about 10 hours of traveling,
Eugenia picked me up from the train station to bring me to
the place where I would live for the next 6 months. I
remember being very quiet that evening. A lot of different
emotions went through my mind: Sadness, for what I was
leaving behind, Excitedness for what I will experience, but
above all, there was a slight feeling of doubt and fear
regarding the next months:
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But the moment I opened the door and my new flatmates
George and Hanna greeted me I got the premonition that
everything will be fine. And now, 6 months later I can
indeed tell that I could have never wished for more amazing
people to accompany me and to back me up throughout the
rollercoaster of emotions.

Well… obviously there is not enough space to cover
everything I have experienced during this time. Therefore, I
want to summarize my experience in 5 aspects that were the
most significant:

In-Action...
The work with AJ Inter was always exciting
and diverse. While I figured out my creativity
by designing Social media posts and Journal articles the
most exciting part for me was being able to work with
people. In the partner organization AJ Bululú, I was
facilitating free-time learning activities for young children. I
can still remember that during my first activity I could
barely bring out a word, as I was so nervous. But as time
passed I enjoyed more and more bringing my positivity and
motivation to such kinds of activities. I learned to use my
positivity and gained the self-confidence that is needed to
bring my knowledge to other people. In the same way, I
enjoyed being involved in Erasmus+ activities as a facilitator
and giving German and English classes at an institute in
Chiclana.

A learning process...
My voluntary service in AJ was also an impactful learning
experience that enriched my skills in many parts of my life.
While it was not the first time living alone for me, sharing
the flat helped me to be more responsible. I increased my
life quality by cooking interesting dishes, having more metime (meditations and yoga) or learning how to cut onions in
a more efficient way to save at least 10 seconds (Thanks
George, I appreciated that!). But more than ever I asked
myself what person I am and who I wanna be. This manner
helped me to be more confident and stop wasting time on
useless activities.

Viva la España!
Spanish culture is full of
joy and happiness. During
my service, I learned how
important
the
local
holidays like the Feria or
the Semana Santa (the
easter
week)
are.
(Religious) tradition is very
important, but that doesn’t mean at all that they are
conservative. I was surprised at how open and relaxed the
religious events are. A lot of them are just crazy about
celebrating and partying! And I loved it soo much! How
crazy was the Feria that people went out 7 days a week to
party until 6 in the morning?!
Espain, eres loca!

Wanderlust...
There’s no better way to express our amazing travel
experience than by using this word coming from the
German words “Lust” (desire) and “Wandern” (to hike) ~
desire to travel. Together with the other volunteers, we
explored the beautiful cities of Andalucia, Granada, Malaga,
Cadiz, Gibraltar, Sevilla… and even a lot of the other parts of
the Spanish half island, Valencia, Madrid, Barcelona and
some parts of Portugal. I experienced how valuable our
freedom is, being able to go wherever you want to go! It will
definitely not be my last time strolling through the tight
streets of Cadiz capital, watching Easter Parades in Malaga
or eating cheesecake from a waffle cone in Granada. Spain, I
will come back!
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People, people and again people...
It's Not About the Place; it's About the People. - by far my
biggest learning in Spain. My time would not have been half
as joyful as it has been with all the amazing people I was
spending my time together. To mention my Co-Volunteers
and best friends: George, my greek Eurovision amigo who
always cleaned after me (sorry for being messy^^); Marni,
my mental support/walking lexicon and human rights
activist - we had so amazing and inspirational talks about;
Louis, the most relaxed person I have ever met and who
loves food more than twice enough than I do and not to
forget Hanna, my sauerkraut-loving life-coach and feministicon from Germany that made me laugh all day. I will always
have you in my heart! But besides Spain is a country full of
open-minded and talkative people and wherever we went be
it an Irish pub in Granada or an intercultural night for
Erasmus people there was always someone to share inspiring
stories with. Thank you to everybody I met along the way!
You made this experience amazing!

Time to say goodbye...
Well as you can see, my volunteering consisted of plenty of
amazing events and happenings that I will never forget. But
for sure it was also a challenge. Being in another country
meant, I didn’t see my family for a long time, I had to rely
on myself fully, I had to build a whole new social circle and
had to fit in a different lifestyle that is very far from the
German efficiency, I grew up with. However, it was worth it!
All the happy moments but also the biggest challenges I
struggled to overcome made me the person I am now. I feel
more ready for the next steps of my life. Not to say that I am
fully perfect or mature. I am just more myself!

Things end, but memories
last forever!
Erik

Pour Faciliter
July is gone and with it, the last project we participated
in. During the first week of this month “Pour Faciliter”
took place in a remote place near to Košice, Slovakia.

This Training Course had the goal to make us learn about
facilitation, public speaking and team dynamics. These
topics were very appealing for youth workers and people
that wanted to improve their communication skills, so we
received a lot of applications from good qualified people.
Eventually, the Spanish team was formed, 4 youngsters
arrived at the venue full of energy and conviction.

The group was settled and we started with the program and
the activities, in which we started to work with people from
different nationalities. Thanks to team building activities, we
could make bonds and create an amazing environment for
the next few days.
During the first days, participants were working on
differences between the terms of team and group; creation
of a team and a good environment for everybody during the
teamwork; different techniques and tools for public
speaking. Storytelling was one of the highlights that they
treated during those days.

At the midterm of the
project, they celebrated
a Fake New Year’s Eve
Gala where they played
traditional
Erasmus+
games and a National
Contest took place.
During that night, they could strengthen links among them
and help them to take a deep breath after hard working
days.

To finish the project, they put on practice the facilitation
and graphic facilitation concepts they learnt along the last
few days. They did it using impro, world café and maze of
frustration dynamics that they could use in their daily lives.

In conclusion; our Spanish team gained a great experience,
an amazing network for their future and several skills they
would use through their whole lives.

endings & new beginnings

leaving Spain

Some days ago I laid on my bed, trying
to survive at least a little bit during the
latest heatwave here in Jerez,
incapable of doing anything but
slouching while my fan vainly
attempted
to
decrease
the
temperature.
And I remembered with a surge of
melancholy my arrival here in Spain
in January when I needed to put my
heater every night because I was
literally freezing. It’s a bit strange to think back, also to
scroll through the pictures we took capturing all the
special moments.
In my first weeks everything was so new for me:
The first time living on my own, sharing a flat,
being responsible for organising my work and free
time, dealing with challenging situations such as
sickness or arguments, defending myself in
another language (and I don’t mean Spanish, I
mean “el andaluh”) and overcoming personal
fears or doubts.
Of course by now I am not a finished, wise person
without any issues, but I do feel that this
volunteering service helped me a lot to grow and
to develop life skills.

However, instead of reflecting
emotionally again and again on my
time here, I will take inspiration
from my volunteer colleague Louis
and do a compilation of my best
moments and memories.
Despite trying hard, I cannot decide
on a ranking, so I will just list my
highlights chronologically.
Cádiz - the first time at the sea
I still remember how emotional I was when I saw the sea, the
Atlantic Ocean, hardly one week after I arrived in Spain. I went
there alone and discovered the city of Cádiz, but my first way
led me to the beach. Somehow, the sea has a special effect on
me. In this moment I was full of joy, confidence and reliance. I
knew that something extraordinary was about to begin.
Roadtrip to Motril - a weekend far from reality
In the end of January I had the possibility to go on a “oneweekend-road trip” with a van - a dream that has been on my
personal bucket list forever. The feeling of freedom,
independence and self-determination was incredible. We
spent three days near Motril in the mountains and I tried a lot
of new things, such as outdoor climbing and even high-lining.
If you want to know more about it, read our February journal;)
Granada - love at first sight
Those who read attentively and regularly our journals already
know about my secret love for Granada. If I had to do an
Andalusian city ranking, Granada would be definitely among
the TOP 3. To understand why, read the March journal:)

San Fernando - a special beach day
Honestly, no doubt: The beaches of
Cádiz are really nice, but what I missed
until the bespoken day was more
nature, wild nature without houses or
buildings in the background. Louis
suggested to go to the beach of San
Fernando. As it was off-season, we were
nearly alone. Just waves, sun, and sand.
A perfect day.
Semana Santa - living Spanish tradition
Until now I’m not entirely sure if I like the way of celebrating
easter here or not. Parades resembling to the Kuklux-Clan,
religious statures, festive music and crowds making it
impossible to walk. It was fascinating, intimidating, irritating all at once, but for sure something I will remember.
La Feria - when an entire city goes crazy
What would a stay in Jerez be without mentioning the
notorious “Feria del Caballo”? One week when all rules of
civilisation seem to be suspended. Traffic - stopped. Working
hours - shortened. Night and day rhythm - non-existent.
Instead: Drinking. Dancing. “Liarse”. It’s something I have
never experienced before, but I have to admit: I am not sure if I
would have been able to stand one week straight;)
Turkish project - culture, friends & life skills
This project and the people I met - I still don’t know how to
describe this experience. And as I did it already in our May
journal, I recommend you to read this;)

Algarve - freedom in nature
Our mini-road trip to Portugal almost
could not have taken place because I
was sick, but wow, you cannot imagine
what I would have missed. Beautiful
beaches, landscapes, perspectives,
beautiful people and moments, such as
randomly jamming and singing with a
group of girls on top off a cliff.
Unforgettable.
Marbella - sleeping at the beach
We wanted to escape from Jerez. So Louis and I decided to rent
a car for 24 hours, go to Estepona y Marbella and not to book a
hostel. Samil, another volunteer, and a friend joined as well
and we had the real road trip experience - including showering
AND sleeping at the beach.
Málaga - my last weekend with Marni
The countdown is really running by now. I can count the hours
that remain until my departure. All the more beautiful it is that
Marni and I decided to return to Málaga, a city both of us fell in
love with. My last weekend in my favourite city with my one of
my favourite persons.

Time has passed super fast. And even though it feels
strange to leave now, I know that I go stronger
blessed with inspiration, new friends and skills.
¡Muchas gracias!
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